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Neutron Induced Fission of U Isotopes up to 100 MeV

J. P. Lestone and A. Gavron

Los Alaa_iosNational Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Abstract
We have developed a statistical model description of the neutron induced fission of U

isotopes using densities of intrinsic states and spin cut off parameters obtained directly
from appropriate Niisson model single peuticle levels. The first chance fission cross
sections are well reproduced when the rotational contributions to the nuclear level
densities are taken into account, In order to fit the U(n,f) cross sections above the

threshold of second chance fission, we need to: 1) assume that the triaxial level density

enhancement is washed out at an excitation energy of ~ 7 MeV above the triaxial
barriers with a width of ~ 1 MeV, implying a 7 deformation for the first barriers

10°<3,< 20°; and 2) include pre-equilibrium particle emission in the calculations.
Above an incoming neutron kinetic energy of -17 MeV our statistical model U(n.t3
cross sections increasingly overestimate the experimental data when .so ca_led "good"

optical model potentials are used to calculate the comlx)und nucleus formation cross
sections. This is not surprising since at these high energies little data exists on the
scattering of neutrons to help guide the choice of optical rm)del parameters. A
satisfactory reproduction of all the available U(n,f) cross sections above 17 MeV is
obtained by a simple scaling of our calculated compound nucleus formaticn crr_s
,sections. This scaling factor falls from 1,0at 17 MeV to 0.82 at ItX) MeV.

!. Introduction

The fission of actinides is extremely complex, depending on the _ights and
curvatures of saddle points, tile density of single particle levels, collective level density
enhancements, the properties of particle and y-ray emission, compound nucleus formation
cross _ctions and at moderate to high neutron energies on the propertie,: of pre-
equilibrium particle emission and possibly on the dynamics of the fission process. In this
paper, we utilize elaborate cross section data available from the Weapons Neutron
Research facilit.','i.2 (WNR) at Los Alamos, to examine what physics needs to be
incorporated into the statistical model in order to fit U(n,f) cross sections up to an
incoming neutron energy of 100 MeV.

We have analyzed fission cross sections, of, for the six reactions 232"236,L'_SU(n,f)
at incoming neutron energies up to 100 MeV. Experimental 233"236,238U(n,f)cross
sections for neutron energies of less than 3 MeV were obtained from the literaturtO, while,
for the neutron energy range 3-100 MeV, we used cross .sections recently measured at
WNR 1,2. For the 232U(n,f) reaction we used the first chance fission cross section
measurements of ref 4. The statistical model analysis of the fi_sion cross sections was
perfomled with a version of the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model code PACE25,
modified to include the effects of the complex Ix)tential energy surface in actinides6. No

changes were made to the way in which PACE2 calculates particle decay widths.

!1. The Model

Compound nucleus formation cross ._ctions for the reactions n + 235U and
n + 238U were determined using appropriate optical mtxlel potentials and ground state



shape parameters 7, with the coupled channels code ECIS 8. The optical model parameters
of Haouat et al.9, which were obtained from analysis of low energy resonance data,
neutron total cross section data, and neutron scattering data to 3.4 MeV, were modified
slightly by Strottman and Mutschlecner I° and Young 7 to cover the incident energy range
to 100 MeV. This modification was made _lely on the basis of neutron total cross section
data ! 1,12. Calculated cross .sections for the reactions directly populating the ground state

rotational band and low lying vibrational levels, Odirect, were subtracted from calculated

nuclear reaction cross sections, o R, to give compound nucleus formation cross ,sections

OCN. Our calculated n + 235U and n + 238U compound nucleus formation cross sections
differ by no more than 12% and 4% in the energy ranges of 0.5-4.0MeV and
4- 100 MeV, respectively. The averages of these two optical model calculations were
used as the compound nucleus formation cross mctions in the statistical model analysis of
all the U(n,f) reactions presented in this paper. Our calculated n + LI compound nucleus
formation cross _ctions are shown in figure I by the solid line below 17 MeV and the
dashed line. The solid line above 17 MeV will be described later.

For an equilibrated system, the fission decay widths were given by

1 N1N2
Ff =

2r_Peq NI+ N2

where Peq is the level density of the fissioning system at the equilibrium deformation. N1,
and N2 are the number of available levels at the first barrier, and the mass asymmetric
second barrier, respectively.

0

_'here the height of the tisslon barrier, Bf(J), and the rotational energy of the equilibrium
configuration, Eros(:), are both functions of the angular momentum J; p(_) is the level

density as a function of the excitation energy _ above the saddle point: to is the curvature
of the saddle point; and E is the total excitation energy. Erot(J) was calculated using the
Rotating Finite Range Model 13 (RFRM). The angular momentum dependence of the
barrier heights was given by

BRFRM(A,Z,J)
Bf(J) = B ×

BRFRM(A, Z, O)

where BRFRM(A,Z,.I)are RFRM fission barriers and B is the height of the barrier at J -- 0.
The nuclear level density for a deformed axially symmetric nucleus is 14

(2J + 1) __(E- Erot(d))
Pax(E,J) -

(8rt) 1/2 o11(E _ Erot(J))
and for a triaxial nucleus



Ptri(E,J)= (2J + 1)Q(E- Erot(J))

where fa is the density of intrinsic states, and o, is the spin cutoff parameter (parallel to

the symmetry axis). Note that Ptri is enhanced relative to Pax by a factor of (8_) I/2 Oil.

For the mass asymnmtric second barrier the level density was multiplied by an additional
factor of two because of the reflection asymmetry14. For the statistical model analysis

presented here, both fa and o, were obtained directly from appropriate Nilsson model 15

single particle levels, using codes written by P. M611er16 and S,M. Grimes I?. The
parameters chosen to specify the shapes of the equilibrium deformation and ,saddle
points 18 are shown in table I. Even though the first ,saddle is y deformed, we still calculate
the density of intrinsic states at the first barrier assuming an axially symmetric shape. We
feel this is justified since the difference between an axially symmetric and triaxial level
density is dominated by the triaxial level density enhancement factor of (87t)!/2 o, and is

relatively insensitive to any dependence of f_ on the y defommtion.

i

III. Analysis
Table I! shows the J = 0 barrier heights needed to reproduce the 232"236.238U(n,f)

cross sections up to the threshold for second chance fission, as,suming a triaxial first
barrier height EA and a mass asymmetric second barrier height EB. The barrier curvatures
were assumed to be the .sameas in ref 19. To reproduce the odd-U(n,f) cross .sections

below En .-. I MeV it was necessary to use lhe larger of g)- _]_Nils_nor _,]- 7 MeV-I,
for the densit.,, of intrinsic states at the equilibrium defommtion. This gives a nearly
constant total level density for the odd mass ground states of -- 60 levels per MeV below
an excitation energy of ~ I MeV. Above I MeV the total ie,_ei density increases in an
exponential fashion. Such behavior at low energies is consistent with level densities used
by other authors 2°,21. The solid cu_'es in figure 2 show our calculated fission cross
_ctions using the barrier heights given in table II. The 238U barrier heights given in
table 1I were determined by a study of the systematics of our 233-237,239U b_m'ier heights
and an analysis of measured 238U(y,f) fission probabilities 22,23.

With the set of barriers shown in table II, we can extend our calculations of the

233-236,238U(n,f)cross sections up to the thresholds of third and higher chance fission,
respectively. The dashed and dotted lines in figure. 2 show such calculations, with and
without the inclusion of pre-equilibrium particle emission, calculated using the geometry
dependent hybrid model24. These calculations significantly overestimate the fission cross
_ctions above an incoming neutron energy of En -7 MeV. We postulate that this
overestimation of the U(n,f) cross sections is due to the washing out of the triaxial level

density enhancement factor (8)t) I/2 Oii. ttan_n and Jen_n 25 have used a one-shell SU(3)

mtxtel to study the washing out of collective level density enhancements in excited nuclei.
They suggest the following parameterization of the triaxial level density enhancement :

Rt 1 ft +ft(8_) t/2= - o,(E- Emt(J))

ft = {1+ e( E-Erot'J'-E:t )/St }-1



_5t determines the width of the transition from Rt -(87t) I/2 Oil at E- Eros(J)<< _ to

Rt - i at E - Erot(J) >> et. Hansen and Jensen found no apparent difference between the
level densities of"axially symmetric and triaxial nuclei above an excitation energy of

20 MeV, thus implying c, < 20 MeV.
All the following statistical model calculations include the effects of pre-

equilibrium emission. Table III shows the triaxial level density enhancement washing out
parameters which give the best fits to the 233236,238U(n,f) second chance fi_ion cross
sections. The 238U triaxial level density enhancement washing out parameters were
estimated using the 238U(n,f) third chance fission cross sections. The solid curves in
figure 2 show U(n,f) cross _ctions calculated up to 20 MeV using these washing out
parameters. Figure 3 compares measured 235,238U(n,2n) and 235,238U(n,3n) cross sections
with calculations using these same barriers and washing out parameters. The good
agreement with these experimental data (which complement the fission cross section data)
gives us increased confidence in the m,xlel we have presented. The ri_ in the even-U(n,f)
cross sections at the threshold of second chance fission is due to the competition between

3'emission and fission of even-U nuclei at an excitation energy approximately equal to the

height of the fission barriers. The strength of the 3'emission which gives the best fit to the
rise in the even-LI(n,f) second chance fission cross _ctions is also in good agreement with

known 3' widths at the neutron binding energy of actinides. Once above the threshold of
even-U(n,f) second chance fission the cross sections are again determined by the

competition between neutron emission and fission, and the 3'emission only plays a minor
role.

ttan_n and Jensen 25 state, that it is plausible that

Ah 2 h2 )2_t _ _ (tox - COy)2 and _t = -- (COx--tOy
3't vt

with 3't" 14 _+.3 MeV and vt - i.2 _+0.5 MeV. tox anti to,, are the frequencies used to
define the potcnltal energy oi the individual nucleons in the x and y directions. The z
direction is along the scission (fission) axis. We stress that these values for 3't and vt are

suggestions obtained from the study of the washing out of the axially symmetric level
density enhancement factor (which occurs at a much higher excitation energy) using only
symmetry, and plausibility arguments, Using the_ relationships between the triaxial level

density enhancement washing out parameters and the frequencies tox and tOy,the et values
shown in table III imply 'y deformations for the first saddle points of U isotopes of 11+2°,

while the corres[_nding 8 t values imply a 3'deformation of 18_+6°. "133e_estimates are in

agreement with m_xtified oscillator model predictions of the 3,deformation of the first
saddle points of Uranium nuclei 3°.

To extend our calculations of the 233"2_6,238U(n,f)cross ,_ctions to a neutron

energy of 100 MeV it was necessm'y to estimate the fission barriers of U isotopes down to
mass 230. This was done with a simple line;u"least squares fit to our 233237,239U barrier
heights. For all isotopes not listed in table !!1 the triaxial level density enhancement
washing out parameters were assumed to be ct ,- 7.2 MeV and 6t ,, 0.82 MeV. In order to
mr×tel the relatively small amount of fission of non-U isotopes prtxluced by charged
particle emission. Pa and "133fission barriers were obtained by extrapolating barriers given



in ref 19. Above .,, 17 MeV our statistical n_odel U(n,f) cross sections inc-w.asinglyover
estimate the experimental data when so called "good" optical model potentials are used to
calculate the compound nucleus formation cross sections. This is shown by the dashed
curves in figure 4. At first one might be tempted to believe that this discrepancy is
associated with a dynamical hindrance of the fi_:,ionprocess due to a finite value of the
nuclear vi_osity, since a hindrance of the fission process will lead to a decrease in the
fission probably, Evidence of a dynamical hindrance of the fission process has been found
in many studies of heavy ion induced fission31. To test this possibility we have simulated
the effect of infinite nuclear dissipation at moderate to high excitation energy by
completely suppressing all fission above an excitation energy of 30 MeV. This leads to a
reduction of 10% in our calculated 100 MeV 23SU(1_,f)cross ,section but leaves our
100 MeV 233U(n,f) cross _ction essentially unchanged. 8oth the size of this effect and its
dependence on target mass are inconsistent with the experimental data. Within an accuracy
of 5% the relative discrepancy between our model calculations "and the experimental U(n,f)
cross _ctions is independent of target mass. A ,satisfactory reproduction of all the
available U(n,f') cross _ctions above 17 MeV can be obtained by a simple scaling of our
calculated compound nucleus formation cross sections. This _aling factor falls from I.O at
17 MeV to 0.82 at 100 MeV. Figure 5 shows the n + U cotnpound nucleus formation
cross section scaling factor as a function of neutron energy, which leads to the best over-
all reproduction of the U(n,f) data. A scaling of our calculated compound nucleus
formation cross _ctions is not unreasonable since at these high t'nergies little data exists
on the scattering of neutrons to help guide the choice of optical intxlel parameters. The
solid cu_es above 17 MeV in figures ! and 4 shows our modified n + LI compound
nucleus f_nuation cross _ctions and the corresponding calculated U(n,f)cross _ctions.

IV. Conclusions

We have de,,eloped a statistical mt_:lel de._npfi_-,n of 0.5. I00 MeV neutron
induced fission of L! isotOpeS using densities of intrinsic states _lnd spin cut off parameters
obtained directl,, from Nilsson m_xiel single p_u'ticle levels In order to satishtctorily
repr_xluce the as ailable data we: !) wash out the tnaxi_ level density enhancements;
2) include the effects of pre-equilibrium particle emission; and 3) n_dify our optical mtxtel
compound nucleus formation cross sections above a neutron energy of 17 MeV. No u_ful
information about the effect of nuclear dissipation on the U(n,D reaction can be obtained
by a study of only the fission cross .section data. Pre,._ission neutron data from the
238L](n,f) reaction obtained at WNR are pre_ntly being analyzed and should provide a
detailed picture of the effects of nuclear dissipation on U(n,f) reactions.

We would like to thank M. Blann for providing us with his geometry dependent
hybrid pre-eqt_ilibrium emission code; and P. Young for his calculation of n + U reaction
and direction reactitm cross sections.
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Tibles

Table I. Parameten u,_l to define the shahs of the equilibrium deformation and the saddle

ImintsofU i,_)lopes,

£2 £3 £4

equilibriumdeformation + 0.20 0.(X3 - 0.06
triaxial firstbarrier + 0.45 0.00 + 0,04

mass asymmetric second barrier + 0,88 - O.18 0.00

Table I1,Heights of the triaxial first barrier EA and the mass a.symrnemc secondbarrier EB (at
J- O) neededto reproducethe 2_;_2-_.2_U(n,O Cl"_S ,sectionsup to the th_ld for _ond chance
fission.

l..,otop,.' EA EB
.....(Me.V)....

233U 6.0 5.7
..........._ 5.9 5.7

235U 5.9 5.7
236U 6.0 5,7

2,_U 6.0 5.8
239U 6.0 5.8

[able I!1. Triaxial level density enhancement washing out parameters which give the be,,,t fit to
the -"__ : _e,.:_'U(n,f) cross _clions a_)ve the threshold of _cond chance fi ssmn.

Isotope et 6 t
(MeV) (MeV)

234U 7.7 0.6
-_ 7.8 0.7

236U 8,0 0,6

-- ..........5 l,I
238U 7.5 0.7
239U 6.5 1.2



Figure captions

I=igune I. The n . U compoumt nucleus f(_rnation crms _ction.,,, The solid line below 17 MeV

and the dashed line show our calculated cross _-'_'tlons obtained using the optical model parameters
di'_.'us_d in the text,The _)lid line above 17 MeV sl_w_ the com_'_undnucleu_ formation crc)_s_ctions
which lead to the bestover all reprc_tuction of the available U(n,f) data.

Figure 2. Compari_m between ex_rin_ntal U(n,f) crc_s_ctions, circles, and statistical model
calculations. The solid cur_es are calculatcJ U(n.f) cross sectsonsusing the barriers and triaxial level
densit),_ enhancement washing out parameters pre_nted in tables I1 and I11 with the inclusion of pre-
_uilibrium emis,sion. The dashed curves are calculations with no washing out ()f the triaxial level density
enhan_:ements. The dolled curves are the same as the dashed without the inclusion of pre-equilibrium
enliSslon,

l:igure 3. l_xperitnental _,2_U(n,2n) and 2_.2_LI(n,3nj cross _ctions (circles - ref 26;

_uare,, _ ref 27; up tr!angles, ref 28; and down triangles - ref 30 L The curve_ show the conesp_mding
calculation_ using the barrier heights and triaxial level den,,ity enhan_:en_ent washing out parameter_
pre_nted in tables II and ill; and the geometry dependent hybrid pre.equilibrium emission model.

Figure 4 Comparison bet_,'een e_perimental U(n,D cross _ctions in the energy range
o._ _ I(_) MeV _,lth our statisti_:al m_xlel _.'alculations.The st)lid line below,, 17 MeV and the dashed line

,,ho_,_)urcalculated U(n,f) cross sections using the COml_undnucleusfl)nnation cross _ctions obtained
using the _pt_cal nx_l parameters di_'ussed in the le_t, T'he ,_lid line above 17 MeV shows the fissi_n
cr_ _cti_n,, _btained _hen the c_)ml_und nucleus formation cross _cti_ns are adjusted to give the best
o,,er_all lit t_ the available L!(n.__data.

l:_gure_. |'he n _-t_ c,_ml_und nucleus,fi_rmatt_mcr(_,s _cli_,_ll _,_al_ngfact_r as a fun,.:tion o!
ncutr,,n en_.,r_.,,_h_,.h leads t_ the _',,,t _,_,er-allr_pr_,du,,.t_n_f lhe L!_n.l_data.
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